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I. Introduction

The dramatic changes that technology has brought to the world of legal research and writing are well documented.¹ From the digitization of information² to the sophistication of word processing and electronic delivery of information,³ almost everything lawyers do is infused with a new level of technology. The changes to both writing and reading brought on by computer technology have been rapid and comprehensive.⁴ Lawyers operate in an increasingly, and almost exclusively, digital world. Yet, despite widespread recognition that technology has changed the way that lawyers work, little scholarly attention has been given to whether these
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1 Kristin J. Hazelwood, Technology and Client Communications: Preparing Law Students and New Lawyers to Make Choices that Comply with the Ethical Duties of Confidentiality, Competence, and Communication, 83 MISS. L.J. 245, 246 (2014) (noting that it is “beyond dispute” that technology has radically changed the legal profession).


changes have affected the form and substance of legal analysis. It is time to be more deliberate in assessing how all of these technologies have and will continue to change the fundamental nature of legal analysis and communication.

The digital revolution is not limited to law, so it is no surprise that the legal profession's reaction to change has mirrored the reaction of society at large. Change is hard, and with every new technology, there has been resistance. The historic response to changes in writing technology has been distrust.\(^5\) Plato was worried that relying on writing, rather than speech, would weaken human memory, and that the written word could not be trusted as authentic.\(^6\) Each new writing technology—the printing press, the typewriter, the computer—brought new concerns about the value and credibility of texts they produced.\(^7\) Each new development raised concerns about whether writers would make more errors, and lose clarity, precision, and rigorousness.\(^8\) Yet as each new technology took over and became the norm, people learned to trust and depend on them until they became so integrated into our daily lives; it is difficult to imagine writing without them.

The legal profession has followed this pattern. With every change in technology, there has been resistance—concern for what will be lost when lawyers stop researching in books,\(^9\) concern that new writing technology will harm the process of legal reasoning,\(^10\) concern for the loss of rigor if we change the structured form of formal legal analysis.\(^11\) These concerns mirror the concerns raised by the development of new writing technologies generally.

As a result, the changes in legal research and writing have been slow.\(^12\) In the early phases of the digital revolution, technology was used to transfer the print legal world to an online environment. Early electronic legal research platforms, greeted with a high degree of distrust, mimicked the legal organization found in the print world.\(^13\) Legal documents produced with word-processing programs, when printed or saved electronically, looked identical to those produced by older technologies.\(^14\)

---

\(^5\) BARON, supra note 4, at 5.  
\(^6\) Id. at 3.  
\(^7\) Id. at 5–14.  
\(^8\) Lindsey P. Gustafson, Texting and the Friction of Writing, 19 LEGAL WRITING 161, 164 (2015).  
\(^9\) Margolis & Murray, supra note 2, at 118–19.  
\(^11\) Davis, supra note 4, at 487.  
\(^12\) See Nicole Black, Lawyers, Technology and a Light at the End of the Tunnel, THE DAILY RECORD (Nov. 6, 2013), http://nylawblog.typepad.com/suigeneris/2013/11/lawyers-technology-and-a-light-at-the-end-of-the-tunnel-.html (lamenting the slow adoption of technology and asserting that many lawyers still practice law “as if it were still 1999”).  
\(^13\) Margolis & Murray, supra note 2, at 123.
Technology was used primarily to create documents more easily, rather than to re-envision the forms those documents could take. As digital technologies improved and proliferated, lawyers have moved farther away from those traditional forms, developing new approaches to research and writing. Most notably, email has become the predominant means of communicating legal analysis, replacing the traditional office memorandum. But this movement has been slow and there is a long way to go.

The trajectory in law schools has been similar. In the academic community of legal research and writing professors, the primary response to technological developments over the last twenty years has been focused on understanding the technologies and bringing them into our teaching within the existing framework of LRW pedagogy. We have thought about how to integrate electronic research into our understanding of research, how to make use of digital technology to enhance the professional appearance of standard documents such as memos and briefs, and how to teach professionalism in electronic communication.

For the most part, however, law-school legal research and writing courses look very much today like they did twenty years ago. The primary vehicles for teaching analytical and writing skills are the predictive, interoffice memo and the trial or appellate brief. Other than some cosmetic changes, brought about by the availability of more-sophisticated word-processing, these documents have remained relatively static in their research; David I. C. Thomson, Law School 2.0 47–50 (2009) (explaining the basics behind electronic research); see also Margolis & Murray, supra note 2 at 101–07 (describing the Temple University, Beasley School of Law’s LRW program, which incorporates electronic research).

16 Kendra Huard Fershee, The New Legal Writing: The Importance of Teaching Students How to Use E-mail Professionally, 71 Md. L. Rev. ENDNOTES 1 (2011); Kristen Konrad Robbins-Tiscione, From Snail Mail to E-Mail: The Traditional Legal Memorandum in the Twenty-First Century, 58 J. Legal Educ. 32, 32–33 (2008) (discussing her survey of practicing attorneys, which showed that the traditional format and substance of the legal memorandum has become nearly obsolete, in favor of substantive email as the preferred method for communicating with clients).

17 See Maria Perez Crist, Technology in the LRW Curriculum—High Tech, Low Tech, or No Tech, 5 Legal Writing 93 (1999); Margolis & Murray, supra note 2, at 122.

18 See Amy E. Sloan, Basic Legal Research 271–79 (5th ed. 2012) (explaining the basics behind electronic research); Amy E. Sloan, Researching the Law 1–107 (2014) (describing the step-by-step process for effective legal research); David I. C. Thomson, Law School 2.0 47–50 (2009) (explaining the basics behind electronic research); see also Margolis & Murray, supra note 2 at 101–07 (describing the Temple University, Beasley School of Law’s LRW program, which incorporates electronic research).


20 Elizabeth Fajans, Mary R. Falk & Helene S. Shapiro, Writing for Legal Practice 239, 259–61 (2d ed. 2010); Richard K. Neumann, Jr. & Sheila Simon, Legal Writing 193–96 (2d ed. 2011); Charles Calleros, Traditional Office Memoranda and E-mail Memos, in Practice and in the First Semester, 21 Persps. 105 (2013).

content and organization.\textsuperscript{22} The objective memorandum of law, since its entrenchment in the twentieth century,\textsuperscript{23} has contained the same component parts and highly structured organization.\textsuperscript{24} Briefs, the component parts and format of which are typically dictated by local court rules,\textsuperscript{25} have likewise been taught the same way in law school.\textsuperscript{26} IRAC, or some other iteration with a different acronym, has remained the dominant paradigm for organizing legal analysis.\textsuperscript{27} It is time to question whether teaching traditional memos and briefs is the best way to prepare students for law practice.

While it is possible that these traditional forms for writing and analysis are still the best forms, and that technology has not changed the fundamental nature of legal analysis and writing, this is not an assumption that should go untested. We should not assume that what has worked for decades in print documents works as well in an electronic environment. What is the ideal way to communicate organization in an e-document? Should the writer use a different voice when communicating analysis in an email as opposed to a traditional memo? To what degree should we take advantage of multidimensionality (through hyperlinks and embedded files) when making a legal argument to a court? These are all questions that have been largely unanswered.

It is time for lawyers, judges, and the academic legal writing community to be more proactive in understanding the changes technology has wrought in legal writing, and to consider how the technological revolution has and should continue to change the fundamental nature of legal analysis and communication. Technology has created the possibility of new forms of writing and communication. There is no question that changes are taking place in law practice, driven largely by vendors and the products they have created, but the legal writing community is still playing catch-up. Very little scholarly attention has been given to how technology has changed and should change writing.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{22} Fershee, supra note 16, at 8 (noting that the ways in which lawyers communicate to each other, courts, and clients has changed very little).

\textsuperscript{23} Davis, supra note 4, at 498.

\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 523 (suggesting that while the medium for reading legal memos may have changed, the core functions and components remain the same); see also LINDA H. EDWARDS, LEGAL WRITING AND ANALYSIS 129–45 (3d ed. 2011) (explaining the purpose and structure of the office memorandum); FAJANS, FALK & SHAPO, supra note 20, at 271–311 (explaining how to write the traditional office memorandum).


\textsuperscript{26} See EDWARDS, supra note 24, at 161–243 (explaining how to write in an advocacy context); FAJANS, FALK & SHAPO, supra note 20, at 313–54 (explaining the basics behind writing trial and appellate briefs).

\textsuperscript{27} See EDWARDS, supra note 24, at 195–97 (discussing the CREXAC organization method for legal writing); NEUMANN & SIMON, supra note 20, at 117–47 (explaining the CREAC formula for structuring a legal memorandum).
This article suggests that, because legal research and writing scholars are in a unique position, as experts in the field, to assess the impact of technology on writing, we should embrace the task, and take a leading role in identifying the promise and pitfalls of technology for new forms of legal analysis. Section I addresses why the move to a digital medium should cause us to consider changes in traditional approaches and to identify the changes in both writing and reading electronic texts that create the possibility of change. Section II identifies some of the changes that the digital medium calls for, explores the potential for additional changes, and calls on legal writers to continue the difficult work of innovating to identify the most effective means of legal communication for the twenty-first century.

II. The Medium is the Message.29 Or is it?

It has long been accepted that the medium of communication a writer uses alters the formation and content of the ideas themselves.30 Virtually every article exploring the effects of technology on legal research and writing refers to Marshall McLuhan’s famous quote, “the medium is the message.”31 The idea behind this famous catchphrase is that the means through which an idea is communicated influences our perception and understanding of that idea. According to McLuhan, new technologies have “psychic and social consequences” that go beyond the content being delivered, affecting our relation to others and the world in general.32 McLuhan wrote this in the context of the typewriter and the telephone, but the phrase is even more apt when applied to the internet and digital reading and writing technologies.

Whether for good or for ill, experts agree that the internet and digital technology generally have changed the way that we read and process information.33 This is especially true for digital natives, those individuals who have never lived in a world without digital technology.34 One of the
most significant ways the medium has changed the way we interact with text is with the linear nature of reading and writing. Because of the capabilities of digital media, both reading and writing have become multidimensional—a reader can dig deeper through embedded files, and branch outward though hyperlinks, jump from platform to platform, and read on multiple devices.  

While it is clear that the medium has changed, as has our interaction with text, is it really true that this makes the message different? Regardless of the medium, there always has to be some underlying substance to the message. Perhaps it is true that, regardless of the technology used, ultimately, “the content . . . will have to make it on its own.”  

Kirsten Davis has suggested this recently, cautioning that “it is important not to conflate the medium for reading legal memos with the essential nature of the message.”  

Yet though it is true that the fundamental task of legal analysis, the message, still involves the rigorous analysis of law and application of that law to facts, it does not necessarily follow that the communication of that analysis does not change through its interaction with the technology that delivers it.

Current research suggests that technological changes have caused digital natives to process information differently than those who developed literacy in a pre-digital world. As these digital natives continue to enter the practicing bar and judiciary, this will inevitably lead to changes in the content of legal analysis that reflect a more multidimensional view of communication. At a minimum, digital technologies create the potential for new forms of legal analysis. Given the dramatic changes in both the creation of documents (writing) and the review of documents (reading), we should not expect that the form of those documents should remain static. A review of the way that both writing and reading have changed as a result of technology will lay the groundwork for the kinds of changes we should be thinking about.

A. How Writing Has Changed

Writing has changed more, and more quickly, in recent decades than any time in the previous few centuries. We can produce and deliver documents more quickly and easily than ever before in history. Gone are
the days of writing out analysis in longhand followed by painstaking transfer to print via typewriter. Gone are the days of cumbersome word-processing programs and slow printers. Today’s technology allows us to open a window, or an app, create a document on-screen, and instantly deliver it. Digital technology creates an entirely different writing experience than the experience of legal writers during the time that written forms of legal analysis were first developed.40

Before the invention of current digital technologies, the typewriter had the most significant impact on the process of writing.41 Throughout the nineteenth century, legal documents were handwritten, drafted by lawyers and meticulously copied by scriveners.42 The typewriter, developed with the support of lawyers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, allowed for faster and more professional creation of legal documents.43 Even with the typewriter, however, legal analysis was still handwritten, and then transferred to type by third parties, most often secretaries.44 It was during this time that the formats for the office memo and legal brief were entrenched, and they have not changed substantially since.45

The transition to digital technology meant that legal writers were creating text and typing simultaneously, rather than developing content (the message) and transferring it to typed text (the medium). The process of constructing meaning through writing46 is more immediate when there is no barrier between the writer and the text, which looks like a final document as it unspools on a screen. This shorter “distance” from thought to text changes the writer’s relationship with the subject. As Nietzsche is widely credited with saying, “our writing equipment takes part in the forming of our thoughts.”47

With less intervention between thought and result, it is easier to write more quickly, continually revising and editing. The writer has more freedom to write longer texts and less fear of making mistakes that cannot be corrected, reducing writer’s block.48 The ability to write more quickly and easily allows the writer to quickly capture complex thoughts and write

40 See generally M.H. Hoeflich, From Scrivener to Typewriters, 16 GREEN BAG 2D 395 (2013).
41 Tiscione, supra note 3, at 527.
42 Hoeflich, supra note 40, at 397.
43 Id. at 402–03.
44 Id. at 406.
45 Davis, supra note 4, at 498–99.
46 New Rhetoric theory posits that the process of research, reading, and writing construct knowledge. For a fuller expla-
48 Tiscione, supra note 3, at 527.
longer, more complex sentences.\(^49\) Seeing the text “on screen,” helps the writer to distance herself and read with a more critical eye.\(^50\) This, coupled with the ease of deleting and moving text, makes it more likely that the writer will make instantaneous changes.\(^51\) With less at stake, it is at least possible that the writer will not think through the analysis as thoroughly as she might have when making corrections was more cumbersome. Thus, the writing technology itself may have an impact on legal analysis.

Although digital technology and sophisticated word-processing programs have made it easier to produce longer, more-complex documents, the onset of mobile technologies has led to a growth of shorter, more-informal writing.\(^52\) Using mobile devices to “write” through dictation technology such as Siri or Dragon also probably contributes to shorter and more-informal types of writing. Increasingly over the last twenty years, lawyers have shifted to communicating through email and other mobile platforms.\(^53\) Lawyers are taking advantage of mobile technology applications for legal research, writing, and document review.\(^54\) Writing on mobile devices, combined with the increased use of email, has led lawyers to communicate in shorter formats, again creating the potential to change legal analysis.

Outside of the legal context, electronic writing and communication has tended to be more informal than traditional legal writing. This is driven largely by the use of digital writing technology by digital natives.\(^55\) While older generations are also increasing their use of informal writing, digital natives are doing so at a much faster rate.\(^56\) This generation has grown up writing digital text in a variety of media. They have spent their lives emailing, texting, tweeting—in other words, writing in short formats.\(^57\) Research shows that teenagers “write more than any generation has since the days when telephone calls were rare and the mailman

\(^{49}\) Id. (citing Luuk Van Waes & Peter Jan Schellens, Writing Profiles: The Effect of the Writing Mode on Pausing and Revision Patterns of Experienced Writers, 35 J. PRAGMATICS 829, 833 (2003)).

\(^{50}\) Id.

\(^{51}\) Id.

\(^{52}\) Gustafson, supra note 8.


\(^{55}\) See Yates, supra note 31, at 142 n.171, 143 (stating that the term “Digital Natives” refer to people born after the 1980s or, in other words, “people who have never known a nondigital world”).

\(^{56}\) Gustafson, supra note 8, at 167.
rounded more than once a day.” While legal educators struggle to figure out how to help these writers make the transition to more-formal, structured legal writing, it is clear that the trends towards more informal and shorter writing will increasingly permeate the legal profession as this generation moves deeper into the legal field.

In addition to the changes wrought on writing in general, the move to digital law practice has led to a new form of legal writing—the email memo. The key feature of the email memo is that the lawyer sends legal analysis directly in the body of the email, rather than attaching a separate legal document. While some scholars have raised concerns about the rigor of analysis in the shorter, more-informal email memo, the inescapable fact is that email memos have become the predominant means of communicating analysis between lawyers.

The email memo creates a different rhetorical situation for the reader than the traditional legal memo, which makes a different writing experience. As Kristen Tiscione has noted, while traditional memos are written to an “invoked” audience, email memos are written to a specific, known person or group, addressed directly in the email. Often, the email is part of a larger, ongoing conversation and in response to a direct question. The writer’s relationship to the recipient is much more present in the context of email, leading to differences in tone, structure, and length that are different from the traditional office memo.

In addition, Tiscione identifies a difference in the analytical process when writing email that is consistent with the research on the ways in which digital technology changes our thinking. In the case of the email memo, the difference in the rhetorical situation, along with changes in analytical thinking and the relative ease of drafting created by digital technologies, has changed not only the writing experience, but the actual form of legal writing.

---

57 Id. at 3.
58 Id. at 8 (quoting Rosalind S. Helderman, Click by Click: Teens Polish Writing: Instant Messaging Teaches More than TTYL and ROFL, WASH. POST, May 20, 2003, at B1).
59 Id. at 10–12.
60 See Calleros, supra note 20; Davis, supra note 4; Robbins-Tiscione, supra note 16; Tiscione, supra note 3.
61 Davis, supra note 4, at 486–89.
63 Tiscione, supra note 3, at 529–30.
64 An “invoked” audience is an audience the writer must imagine, adapting a writing style that could work with multiple individuals. Id. at 530 (citing Lisa Ede & Andrea Lunsford, Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy, 35 C. COMPOSITION & COMM. 155 (1984)). See also Barbara Blumenfeld, Rhetoric, Referential Communication, and the Novice Writers, 9 LEGAL. COMM. & RHETORIC: JALWD 207 (2012) (discussing the relationship of rhetoric, legal writing, and audience awareness).
65 Id.
66 Id. at 531.
67 Id.
The combination of all of these factors—the ease of creating professional-looking documents, the simultaneous ability to write more-complex thoughts more quickly and rise of multiple forms of informal writing, the different sense of audience, and the facility with writing on the go, will only increase as digital natives move into higher ranks of law practice. Legal writing will continue to change, driving the need to rethink what constitutes legal writing best practices for the twenty-first century.

B. How Reading Has Changed

As much as digital technology has changed the nature of writing, the shift to reading electronically has created even more-dramatic changes. Over the last twenty years, we have seen a transition from the world of printed text to the world of electronic text (hypertext).69 The shift began with personal computers and has accelerated with the advent of smartphones, tablets, and e-readers.70 As the medium of reading has changed, much has changed about not only what we read, but how we read it. The medium has indeed changed the message, and it is time for the legal profession to adapt.

As with all new technologies, digital reading is most prevalent among digital natives, but reading via electronic means has taken hold generally across the population.71 A survey taken in January of 2014 shows that the use of devices for e-reading is spreading throughout the country.72 Overall, 50% of Americans have a dedicated hand-held device such as a tablet or e-reader for reading e-content.73 Over 40% own some kind of tablet, and 32% own an e-reader such as a Nook or Kindle.74 In addition, a large number of people read e-content on smartphones and computers.75 Thus, while people are still reading plenty of print books, the amount of content read electronically has grown exponentially over the last several years.

73 Id.
74 Id.
75 Id.
Like the general public, lawyers’ use of digital technology to read electronically has also risen dramatically in the last two decades. While it is safe to assume that lawyers have been writing on electronic devices for years, there is now little doubt that they are doing much of their reading electronically as well.\textsuperscript{76} The heavy use of email by lawyers shows that they have been reading on screens at least in their offices for quite some time.\textsuperscript{77} Lawyers have also adopted mobile technology. The annual ABA Legal Technology Survey shows that in 2013, most lawyers make use of mobile devices to work outside of the office.\textsuperscript{78} A full 89% of lawyers responding use mobile devices to check their email.\textsuperscript{79} In combination with the increased use of email as a means of communicating legal analysis,\textsuperscript{80} this suggests that lawyers are reading substantive law, and doing it on small screens.

In addition, the use of tablets, primarily the iPad, is rising.\textsuperscript{81} The ABA Technology survey reports that the number of lawyers using tablets tripled between 2011 and 2013, up to 48%.\textsuperscript{82} That number will only continue to grow. Lawyers are using tablets for accessing the internet and reading email, doing legal research, creating and reviewing documents.\textsuperscript{83} All of these activities involve reading, which suggests that lawyers are spending a significant amount of their work time reading electronic texts.

Perhaps most significantly, there is growing evidence that judges are increasingly reading cases and briefs on screens. The advent of e-filing paved the way for judges to read briefs and other court documents on screens.\textsuperscript{84} Initially, these were most likely desktop computer monitors and laptop screens, but as other devices, such as e-readers and other hand-held devices became more popular, judges began to use those as well. While computers have been used generally in law practice for decades, federal judges are currently ahead of practitioners in using electronic

\textsuperscript{76} Davis, \textit{supra} note 4, at 507 (asserting that “[w]ithout a doubt, lawyers read on a screen”).

\textsuperscript{77} See Robbins-Tiscione, \textit{supra} note 16, at 32–33 (discussing the high rate at which surveyed attorneys use and communicate with email).

\textsuperscript{78} Tom Mighell, \textit{Going Mobile}, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION TECHREPORT (2013), http://www.americanbar.org/publications/techreport/2013/going_mobile.htm l (showing that 85% of respondents use laptops and 91% use smartphones).

\textsuperscript{79} Id.

\textsuperscript{80} See Robbins-Tiscione, \textit{supra} note 16, at 32–33 (discussing the high rate at which surveyed attorneys use and communicate with email).

\textsuperscript{81} Mighell, \textit{supra} note 78 (noting that, of respondents indicating use of a tablet, 90% use the iPad).

\textsuperscript{82} Id.

\textsuperscript{83} Id.


devices to read and review documents, and state judges are likely not far behind.

While there have been no comprehensive studies, evidence is mounting that judges’ device of choice for reading briefs is the iPad. For example, judges from the Second, Third, Fifth and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeal report that they primarily use iPads for reading briefs. According to one study, in 2012, 58% of federal judges were using iPads for their work. State court judges, who tend to be slower to adopt new technology than the federal courts, are also using iPads and other e-readers. These numbers are only going to continue to grow.

In addition, some courts have developed software designed to convert legal citations in briefs to hyperlinks. Courts are also working on creating electronic records, so that record citations can also be hyperlinked. Now that this software has been developed, it is only a matter of time before it is adopted throughout the state and federal court systems, leading to even more judges reading documents electronically. Turning the traditional, linear, text-based brief into a multidimensional e-document is a key example of how the medium changes the message and suggests that it is time to rethink that classic legal document.

There are numerous differences between reading the printed page and reading on a screen. For decades, studies have shown that reading comprehension and speed are different when reading on screens than on

---

85 See Black, supra note 12 (indicating that Second Circuit judges are reading on iPads and using them on the bench); Rebecca A. Copeland, Ninth Circuit Judge Richard Clifton’s Practice Pointers and Other Tips on Brief Writing and Oral Arguments, REC. ON APP. (Apr. 19, 2013), http://www.recordonappeal.com/record-on-appeal/2013/04/ninth-circuit-judge-richard-clifton's-practice-pointers-and-other-tips-on-brief-writing-and-oral-argu.html (quoting Judge Richard Clifton of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, who stated that most judges are reading briefs on iPads); Sockwell, supra note 3 (explaining that the Third Circuit is “not as iPad heavy as some circuits,” implying that although use is minimal, judges still use iPads); Raymond P. Ward, How U.S. 5th Circuit Judges Read Briefs, LOUISIANA CIVIL APPEALS BLOG (Oct. 8, 2013), http://raymondpward.typepad.com/la-appellate/2013/10 /how-us-5th-circuit-judges-read-briefs.html (noting that Fifth Circuit judges are reading primarily on iPads). In June 2014, the author participated in a discussion between law faculty and Judge Theodore McKee, at which Judge McKee discussed the digital reading preferences of Third Circuit judges. Judge Theodore McKee, Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeal for the Third Circuit, et al., Conversation at the 16th Biennial Conference of the Legal Writing Institute (July 1, 2014) [hereinafter Conversation with Judge McKee].

86 Brown, supra note 85.


paper, though these differences have gotten smaller as screen reading has become more ubiquitous.91 Different parts of the brain are used for reading print and digital content.92 In addition, the eye tracks differently when reading on a screen, following an “F” pattern, rather than reading across and down the entire page.93 These differences can all affect the reader’s comprehension and focus on the content of the document.

Another significant difference is the way that readers navigate through digital documents. Because digital reading takes place on many different-size screens—desktop monitor, laptop, tablet, smartphone—the reader does not necessarily see the entire page at once. In addition, the reader often scrolls through the document, rather than turns pages. This changes the reader’s sense of what is on a page, potentially affecting perception of where in the document she is and how the document is organized.94 Given the highly organized, linear nature of legal writing, this is a particularly important issue that should cause us to rethink the way that we write legal analysis.

Perhaps most significantly, reading digital texts is often multidimensional, rather than linear. Traditionally, text on a page did not contain many distractions, beyond an occasional picture.95 But because we now read not only on digital devices, but also often with a live connection to the internet, we scan, follow hyperlinked text to new destinations, scroll up and down, and watch videos.96 The idea of a single document is becoming obsolete.97 Studies show that when reading digital media, we browse rather than read linearly, skimming across pages, clicking on hyperlinks, jumping from one topic to another.98 While linear reading was once the only option, the internet has made nonlinear reading the norm.99 Whether this is good or bad, there can be no doubt that digital technologies have changed the way we read, understand, and interact with information.

94 Beazley, Digital Age, supra note 28, at 49.
96 Id.
97 Yates, supra note 31, at 119.
98 Id. at 127; see also Dalton, supra note 38, at 182 (noting that the digital reading habits of Millennials include searching for key terms and skimming, bouncing from one source to the next, and reading only portions of each source).
99 Yates, supra note 31, at 135 (citing STEVEN JOHNSON, EVERYTHING BAD IS GOOD FOR YOU: HOW TODAY’S POPULAR CULTURE IS ACTUALLY MAKING US SMARTER (2005)).
Given the dramatic changes in both writing and reading in a digital world, it is clear that the medium has changed the message, and will continue to do so. Rather than continue to rely on centuries-old forms of legal writing, it is time to revisit these documents and think about the significant possibilities created by reading and writing digitally. Changes have already started to creep in, but we have yet to fully explore the ways in which memos and briefs should change so that legal writing can reach its potential for the twenty-first century.

III. Legal Writing—Where We Are and Where We Are Going

Despite the changes in digital technology, the memorandum of law, trial and appellate briefs, and many other legal documents, have remained essentially the same for more than a century. The formal, text-based, linear structure of traditional forms of legal writing is clearly reflected in courts’ format requirements and legal writing texts. For example, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted rules for the filing of briefs in 1821 that were similar in form to briefs filed today. The rules governing the filing of briefs in state and federal courts also tend to follow the same basic structure and format, and clearly presume a linear, text-based document.

Similarly, the predictive office memorandum of law was widely recognized as an important form of legal writing at least as early as the 1950s. The format of the research memorandum is based on the capabilities of the typewriter, the predominant mode of writing at the time. The formal structure of the legal memorandum has been relatively consistent since that time, though its use in practice has steadily diminished...
over the years.\textsuperscript{107} Despite the widespread changes technology has brought to many areas of law practice, as well as communication generally, there has been very little innovation in the world of written law.\textsuperscript{108}

Because so little has changed for so long, there is room for change on numerous fronts, in both the form and content of written legal analysis. Some changes are taking place in law practice, as evidenced by the increased use of email to communicate legal analysis\textsuperscript{109} and the proliferation of software products and businesses offering to digitize and reformat briefs and other court filings.\textsuperscript{110} There are also a growing number of practitioner-oriented articles and blog posts identifying techniques for creating effective digital documents.\textsuperscript{111} Yet there has been no real scholarly analysis of these developments, no identification of best practices, and no significant consideration of the numerous questions raised by these changes. Likewise, there has been little change to the way these forms of writing are taught in the legal writing classroom.\textsuperscript{112} It is time to be more systematic in analyzing both the changes that have already been made and the implications of those changes for the substance of legal analysis.

\textbf{A. Typography and Document Design}

To the extent that there have been changes to documents such as briefs and memoranda, they have been in the areas of typography and document design. Typography refers to the visual appearance of the written word.\textsuperscript{113} While making changes to the appearance of a document

\textsuperscript{107}Porter, supra note 15, at 1691.

\textsuperscript{108}Robbins-Tiscione, supra note 16, at 32–33.

\textsuperscript{109}See, \textit{e.g.}, Bundledocs Overview, BUNDLEDOCS, \url{http://www.bundledocs.com/features/?gclid=CKqshJbHxcECFYQ8aQodXgf6Ag} (software for producing electronic briefs with multiple features) (last visited Feb. 16, 2015); E-Briefs, E-Briefs and Electronic Briefs, A2L CONSULTING, \url{http://www.a2lc.com/services/ebriefs#VEpqgovF9jA} (consulting service creating e-briefs for multiple platforms, including hyperlinks and numerous other features) (last visited Feb. 16, 2015); Easily Create Hyperlinked Electronic Briefs, EBRIEFPRO, \url{http://ebriefpro.com/} (software for creating e-briefs in PDF form with hyperlinks to numerous electronic documents) (last visited Feb. 16, 2015).

\textsuperscript{111}See also Survey, supra note 21, at 13.

\textsuperscript{112}For a discussion of the linear nature of memos and briefs, see supra notes 94–98 and accompanying text. See also Survey, supra note 21 (showing that 174 schools assign the office memo, 125 assign the appellate brief, and 168 assign either the pretrial or trial brief); Robert Dubose, \textit{Writing Appellate Briefs for Tablet Readers}, APP. ISSUES 9, 9 (Spring 2012), available at \url{http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/appellate_issues/2012spring_ai.authcheckdam.pdf} (noting that most law schools teach a legal writing style geared to paper readers). Some schools have begun to incorporate email analysis assignments and other more-informal types of writing, but the basic form of the memo and brief remain the same. See Survey, supra note 21, at 13.
may seem merely cosmetic, using the features of word-processing software to make a document visually effective contributes to its readability, and the more readable a document is, the more it will be understood and remembered.\textsuperscript{114} Making a text easier to read makes it easier for a busy legal reader to pay attention.\textsuperscript{115} The more easily it is understood, the more effective the document is as a means of communicating legal analysis.

As writing technology shifted from typewriters to the sophisticated word-processing software that exists today, lawyers began to take advantage of the features of that software—changing fonts, making use of alternate typefaces such as bold and italics, altering line spacing—all in ways that typewriters did not allow.\textsuperscript{116} Yet these changes are still not widespread, even decades later. Minor as they may seem, even these changes challenge lawyers’ traditional understanding of the appearance of legal documents.\textsuperscript{117} And although they may seem minor, making changes in typography and document-design elements of traditional memoranda and briefs has the potential to change their effectiveness, showing one way in which the medium is the message.

The groundbreaking works of Matthew Butterick and Ruth Anne Robbins have shown how seemingly minor changes such as a single space after a period, or using a sans serif or variable-spaced font can affect the reader’s perception of the document.\textsuperscript{118} Other formatting choices, such as line width, line spacing, and use of bold, italics, and underlining can also affect the readability of a document.\textsuperscript{119} Some courts, such as the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals have begun to recognize the importance of typography and provide a guide for typography in appellate briefs filed with the court.\textsuperscript{120} Other courts have begun to adopt rules about varying aspects of font use, mostly size, but have not comprehensively addressed typography issues.\textsuperscript{121} While court rules in some jurisdictions may limit use of typography principles for court documents, there are no similar

\textsuperscript{113} BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 20.
\textsuperscript{114} Robbins, supra note 19, at 113.
\textsuperscript{115} BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 23.
\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 77–93 (discussing the different ways in which lawyers can use text formatting).
\textsuperscript{117} Robbins, supra note 19, at 112 (noting that recommendations to change the conventional text design of legal documents is likely to draw criticism).
\textsuperscript{118} BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 14, 79–83; Robbins, supra note 19, at 119–21.
\textsuperscript{119} BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 14, 77–93.
\textsuperscript{121} See BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 200–04; Robbins, supra note 19, at 135–50 (collecting typography rules from various state and federal courts).
constraints on other legal documents other than the weight of tradition.

Beyond typography, other aspects of document design made possible in an environment of digital writing and reading should also be considered. Document design refers to the way that the information is laid out on the page.\textsuperscript{122} The layout of text on the page, use of white space, margins, text justification, line spacing, and alignment all contribute to the readability of a document.\textsuperscript{123} While a number of legal writing scholars have addressed the principles of good document design,\textsuperscript{124} there is little evidence that this good advice is being addressed systematically in legal writing classes, or has widely penetrated into law practice.

The studies on digital reading suggest that understanding principles of document design could affect the substantive content of legal analysis in ways that go beyond readability. The research shows that rather than reading each line from left to right, the eye travels across the screen, skimming and looking for key terms.\textsuperscript{125} In addition, the research showing that the eye travels in an “F” pattern when reading online has become widely accepted.\textsuperscript{126} Since a significant part of legal analysis, and more particularly persuasion, involves emphasizing some points and de-emphasizing others, document and digital reading principles could be used to ensure that certain points are more clearly brought to the readers’ attention.\textsuperscript{127} There has been little to no development of best practices to make use of what we know about document design to inform the content of legal analysis.

The time has come for lawyers and legal writing experts to be more deliberate in using what we know about document design to create legal documents that most effectively carry out their purpose. It is time to embrace the changes of the digital environment and figure out how to use them to maximize the effectiveness of written legal analysis. That might mean changing the traditional structures of memoranda, briefs, and other forms of written analysis that will most likely be read on a screen in order for these legal documents to most effectively carry out their purposes.

\textsuperscript{122} See Mary Beth Beazley, Hiding in Plain Sight: “Conspicuous Type” Standards in Mandated Communication Statutes, 40 J. LEGIS. 1, 31–35 (2014) (discussing document design in the context of government-mandated communication).

\textsuperscript{123} BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 133–149; Robbins, supra note 19, at 114, 122–23.

\textsuperscript{124} See Derek H. Kiernan-Johnson, Telling Through Type: Typography and Narrative in Legal Briefs, 7 J. ALWD 87, 88 n.2 (2010) (reviewing the existing literature on document design).

\textsuperscript{125} Dalton, supra note 68, at 429.


\textsuperscript{127} See, e.g. Kiernan-Johnson, supra note 124 (asserting that typography can be used in legal briefs to reinforce, complement, and even create narrative meaning).
B. Document Navigation and Communicating Organization

The shift to electronic reading calls for dramatic change in how we conceptualize organization and document navigation. Because screen readers’ eyes move around the page, rather than read in a linear fashion, communicating structure through visual cues becomes crucial. Likewise, navigating through a long document has changed. Readers no longer flip through physical pages as a way of moving through the document.\(^{128}\)

Depending on the device a document is being read on, it may not be easy to turn to a particular section of analysis based on its page number or heading.\(^{129}\) Indeed, the page has lost meaning as a unit of measure in a reading environment that involves scrolling, either within a page or from page to page. Add to this the fact that screens are getting smaller, as lawyers and judges read more on smartphones and tablets and less on computer screens,\(^{130}\) and it becomes clear that legal writers need to make changes to traditional legal documents.

Organization of legal analysis is generally communicated through structure. In both memoranda and briefs, large-scale structure is indicated by section captions and headings, usually in traditional outline form.\(^{131}\) Longer documents may begin with a table of contents, indicating the page on which a section begins. Traditionally, roadmaps and headings have played an important role in communicating structure.\(^{132}\) These are still important, but not enough, in a screen-reading environment. When reading on a screen, and especially a smaller screen where the architecture of the document may not be present, it is easy for the reader to lose track of the context of the content being read.\(^{133}\)

In order to combat this, the writer should be conscious of creating both substantive and visual cues about organization. These can include more-frequent headings, use of lists and bullet points, and using white space and text proximity to communicate points that are related to each other.\(^{134}\) Some scholars have suggested that continuing to use traditional structures in order to meet readers’ expectations is the best way to deal with these challenges.\(^{135}\) But it is possible these other approaches might create new forms of legal analysis that are even more effective for the

---

\(^{128}\) See Davis, supra note 4, at 511–15 (discussing ways that reading on screens differs from reading paper).

\(^{129}\) Beazley, Digital Age, supra note 28, at 63.

\(^{130}\) Id. at 512; see also Dubose, supra note 112, at 13.

\(^{131}\) See supra notes 24–26 and accompanying text.

\(^{132}\) Davis, supra note 4, at 517; Robbins, supra note 19, at 124–26.

\(^{133}\) Davis, supra note 4, at 514.

\(^{134}\) BUTTERICK, supra note 106, at 14; Dubose, supra note 112, at 14; Robbins, supra note 19, at 133–34.

\(^{135}\) See, e.g., Davis, supra note 4, at 520.
current state of technology. For example, a reader might find it preferable to see a multi-part rule presented with bullet points and indents to visually represent the relationship between elements. A rule statement like this could appear in a digital memorandum or brief and make it easier for the reader to understand the substantive component of the law through its visual layout.\textsuperscript{136} It is possible that using different organizational signals, combined with varying the traditional structure of legal analysis, will result in clearer, more-readable legal analysis for the screen.

Another relatively simple change, but one that has not been adopted in the legal writing context, is to switch from using traditional outline notation to scientific notation. Traditionally, briefs and other legal documents include hierarchical headings such as Part I, Section A, Subsection 1, etc.\textsuperscript{137} A reader in the middle of a complex document, seeing a heading numbered simply “2” may have lost track of whether this is subsection 2 of Section A or B, possibly even lost track of whether this is in Part I or Part II. Scientific numbering would indicate sections as Part 1, Section 1.1, Subsection 1.1.1, etc.\textsuperscript{138} Though in some jurisdictions court rules may preclude using this system for briefs, at least one judge has indicated that it is a good idea.\textsuperscript{139} Though legal writing traditionalists may express skepticism about changing the numbering system because it would frustrate many legal readers’ expectations,\textsuperscript{140} the legal profession should begin to make these changes.

Scientific numbering also helps with another challenging aspect of screen reading—document navigation. The way that the reader navigates through a document is different in paper and on screen. Reading a paper memorandum or brief is a tactile experience. The reader can flip back and forth through the pages, can skim for headings and turn to a particular page, can have a sense of completion based on how many pages are in front and behind. None of this is possible in the same way when reading on a screen.

The page loses meaning as a unit of measurement on a screen. As word processing allows the writer to shift font size, line spacing, and


\textsuperscript{137} See Sockwell, supra note 3.

\textsuperscript{138} Id.; see also Joyce Rosenberg, Mobilize! Some Tips to Improve Documents for Mobile Devices, 83 J. KAN. B. ASS’N 12, Sept. 2014, at 13 (recommending either scientific numbering or traditional numbering, but retaining the relationships between sections, as in I.A.2).


\textsuperscript{140} Id.; see also Beazley, Digital Age, supra note 28, at 63–64 (suggesting same).
margins, it has become impossible to control the amount of information contained in a page. Courts have recognized this by shifting from page limits to word counts. \footnote{See Robbins, \textit{supra} note 19, at 135–50 (collecting format rules from various state and federal courts). The change to word counts is often driven by judges’ desire to read documents in a larger font size, which is easier to see on electronic devices. \textit{See}, e.g., Don Cruse, \textit{Word Counts Are Coming to Texas}, \textsc{The Supreme Court of Texas Blog} (June 22, 2012), \url{http://www.scotxblog.com/practice-notes/word-counts-are-coming-to-texas/}.} But the issues raised by reading documents on devices call for broader changes than word-count limits. On a small screen, the reader may not see a full page at once. Different devices, different apps, different word-processing programs all may have different ways of indicating progress through a document. Legal writers must find other ways to help the reader understand where she is in the document.

One solution is to use a bookmarking system. A bookmark is a feature in Portable Document Format (PDF) files that allows the reader to jump from a heading in the table of contents to the corresponding section within the document. \footnote{Dubose, \textit{supra} note 112, at 14; see also Burney, \textit{supra} note 111 (discussing the use of Adobe Acrobat to create bookmarks in a PDF document).} More importantly than the table of contents, creating bookmarks will result in a navigation panel, visible at all times when viewing the document, that shows the overall structure of the document. \footnote{See Ribble, \textit{supra} note 111 (noting the importance of setting the document properties so the bookmark panel is always visible); see also Burney, \textit{supra} note 111; Bushell, \textit{supra} note 85; Dubose, \textit{supra} note 112, at 14.} The bookmarks bar is much more useful to a reader, both for understanding the overall structure and for navigating to particular sections, than a table of contents that can be seen only by scrolling all the way to the top of the document. While it has mostly been recommended in the context of e-briefs, bookmarking can be useful for any electronic legal document; yet it has not been widely adopted throughout the legal profession and is not being taught in legal writing courses. It is time to change that.

The digital medium lawyers communicate in requires the use of these techniques to continue to make legal writing effective. When memos and briefs are simply transferred to a digital environment without any changes, the reader either loses the structural comprehension of long documents or has to work much, much harder by going through the document multiple times, continuously scrolling back and forth to get a sense of the whole. \footnote{See Beazley, \textit{supra} note 28, at 58–59 (discussing the increased cognitive energy readers need to understand the large scale organization of appellate briefs).} Legal writers must start incorporating clearer signals for organization and tools for navigation so that the writing can maintain its effectiveness. Indeed, some of these features, such as a bookmark pane and links to
other parts of the document, may well make legal reading even easier than it was in a print environment.

C. Hyperlinks, Multidimensionality, and the Great Citation Debate

Just as reading electronically takes away the sense of the page as a unit of measure, the ability to embed hyperlinks\textsuperscript{145} takes away the sense of the page as linear and two-dimensional. Instead, the page becomes a portal, taking the digital reader to new documents, different sources outside of the writer’s control. This is at odds with the traditional linear, text-based nature of legal writing. The use of hyperlinks has great potential to significantly change the nature of legal writing, in good ways and bad. It is time to figure out how to use hyperlinks effectively, to develop best practices for how and when to include them in legal analysis. The legal profession has barely scratched the surface in understanding the issues that hyperlinking raises.

The most obvious use of hyperlinks is for citations to legal authority, but a document could also contain hyperlinks to numerous other sources, including exhibits from a case record, other case filings, and even nonlegal sources outside the record.\textsuperscript{146} A hyperlinked citation can take the reader directly to the original source being referenced, or even to the particular part of that source. Judges, at least in jurisdictions that allow e-filing,\textsuperscript{147} are increasingly expressing a preference for hyperlinked citations.\textsuperscript{148} A group of federal judges and judicial staff have created a website designed to encourage lawyers practicing in federal court to use hyperlinks.\textsuperscript{149}

\textsuperscript{145} Hyperlinks are words or phrases that the reader can click on that will either open a new document or take the reader to another location within the document or to other locations on the internet. See David R. Fine & Bridget E. Montgomery, A Lawyer's Short Primer for Filing Hyperlinked and Hyperlinked-plus Briefs, PA. B. INST. MIDD. DIST. MANUAL I(A)(2) (2014).

\textsuperscript{146} Id. at I(A)(3); see also E-Briefs, supra note 110 (noting that an electronic brief could contain links to “tens of thousands of cites, exhibits, cases or other documents”); Sam Glover, Judges Want You to Add Links to Your Pleadings, LAWYERIST (May 8, 2013), https://lawyerist.com/64657/judges-want-you-to-add-links-to-your-pleadings (indicating judges’ growing preferences for citations to both cases and other documents in the record).


\textsuperscript{148} See, e.g., Black, supra note 12; Copeland, supra note 86 (showing Ninth Circuit preference for hyperlinks); How E-Filers Can Make Chambers Happy, RONALD N. BOYCE FEDERAL COURT LITIGATION PRACTICE SEMINAR 10–12 (Oct. 27, 2006), http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/chambershappypdf.pdf (indicating preference for hyperlinks in briefs); Glover, supra note 146.

Included on this site are judges’ testimonials exhorting attorneys to begin using hyperlinks sooner rather than later, because they make the judges’ work so much easier.\textsuperscript{150}

It is easy to see why judges like hyperlinks to authority and record documents. It is much easier to verify the accuracy of a citation when, without going through the steps of opening and closing documents, the judge can call up the source with the click of a mouse or the tap of a finger.\textsuperscript{151} From the lawyer’s perspective, including hyperlinks can be a way of establishing credibility, sending the implicit message to the judge that the source has been used correctly and accurately, so there is no concern about the judge easily accessing the source.\textsuperscript{152} Lawyers who read documents on iPads or other devices also appreciate hyperlinks for the same reason judges do.\textsuperscript{153}

In addition to general calls for more use of hyperlinks, a number of courts and bar organizations have begun to create guidelines and manuals to help legal writers incorporate hyperlinks into their documents.\textsuperscript{154} The Fifth Circuit has even amended its rules to require citations to the record to be hyperlinked.\textsuperscript{155} There are also a growing number of commercial services that will take an existing document and create hyperlinks.\textsuperscript{156} The Third and Fifth Circuit Courts of Appeal have gone even farther and developed software to convert all citations to hyperlinks in electronically filed briefs.\textsuperscript{157} The use of hyperlinks in court documents is likely to continue spreading as the growing number of judges reading on iPads and other tablets realize their utility.


\textsuperscript{151} Ernie Svenson, Some Federal Judges Now Read Briefs Electronically on iPads, PAPERLESSCHASE.COM (June 14, 2014), http://www.paperlesschase.com/5th-circuit-ebriefs-ipads/.

\textsuperscript{152} Fine & Montgomery, supra note 145, at I.


\textsuperscript{156} See supra note 110.
While most of the discussion surrounding hyperlinked citations has focused on briefs and other documents filed in court, it stands to reason that lawyers reading legal analysis in contexts other than briefs will also come to appreciate the value of hyperlinks. Legal authority retrieved on Westlaw and Lexis already includes hyperlinks for most citations. As more courts require hyperlinks for citations to the record and other types of documents, and as courts begin to include these links in opinions, the legal profession as a whole will learn how to use them more effectively, so that written legal analysis will become increasingly multidimensional.

Although there has been increasing movement towards using hyperlinks in legal writing, there has been relatively little discussion about how to use them effectively, when to use them, and what potential problems may be raised by their use. For example, hyperlinks might make it easier for the reader to find the original sources, but presumably they should not take the place of sound and thorough legal analysis. If a writer hyperlinks to a particular case or passage from a case, should that change what is written in the original document? How, and to what degree? Should the writer include less of the original source or more? How should quoting practices change? Should the reader be able to hover over a link and have the relevant text pop up on the same page, or should it take the reader to a new document? Using hyperlinks could change the rhetorical situation between writer and reader, which in turn could change the nature of the legal analysis. Scholars of legal writing as well as practitioners should begin to develop best practices around how and when hyperlinks are helpful, how and when they change traditional organization of analysis, and how and when they should be avoided. These are issues the profession has not yet begun to wrestle with.

In addition to how to best use hyperlinks, there are a number of issues that arise related to what exactly is being linked to. In linking to legal authority, courts seem to express a preference for links to Westlaw or Lexis. But this could pose a problem for documents that are part of the public record and should be accessible to anyone, regardless of whether they can access a fee-paid service. It could also pose a problem if smaller-
practice settings use a different fee-paid service than the court system or opposing counsel. An added concern for interoffice documents is that the links to a fee-paid service could incur charges. This would likely not be a welcome development in the law firm setting. Notwithstanding abundant discussion of open-source citing, it is not widely available in a majority of jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{161} Despite efforts to make primary legal materials available,\textsuperscript{162} many legal materials are not available in linkable form. In addition, hyperlinked citations raise the panoply of questions that have also been raised in discussions of the reliability of online sources, including the reliability, authenticity and legitimacy of the sources.\textsuperscript{163}

When considering hyperlinks to sources beyond primary legal authority, additional questions arise. If the sources are factual in nature, are they subject to the rules of evidence? What weight of authority should be given? How can the writer take advantage of the multidimensionality of the document without losing the essence of the legal analysis? Finally, when linking to a source on the web, whether legal or nonlegal, there is the concern about link rot and the ability of the reader to access the particular page the link is intended to lead to.\textsuperscript{164} These are important questions, but they are questions that can, eventually, be answered.

Finally, a discussion of hyperlinked citations would not be complete without a mention of the great footnote debate.\textsuperscript{165} Legal writing expert Bryan Garner has long maintained that textual citations are onerous for the reader, and that most information about a source should be placed in a footnote so as not to disrupt the flow of the discussion.\textsuperscript{166} Other judges

\textsuperscript{161} See generally Peter Martin, Neutral Citation, Court Websites, and Access to Authoritative Case Law, 99 LAW LIB. J. 329 (2007).


\textsuperscript{165} See Phillips, supra note 153.

and lawyers have spoken out strongly against footnotes in general, and particularly for citation, in non-academic legal writing.\textsuperscript{167} Regardless of which is preferable in a print-reading environment, the era of electronic reading puts this issue to rest. Scrolling up and down between text and footnote is cumbersome on an electronic device, and hyperlinks are strongly preferable in the body of the text. Any legal writer who has considered the issue of electronic reading has concluded that citations are best placed in text.\textsuperscript{168}

Despite all of the questions they raise, hyperlinks are here to stay, and their use is only going to increase. Rather than shying away from them, lawyers and legal writing experts should be figuring out the answers and developing best practices and new paradigms for legal analysis that reflect the multidimensional reading experience hyperlinks provide.

**D. Images and Embedded Files as Analytical Tools**

The greatest potential for change in the very nature of legal analysis lies in the use of images, graphics, and embedded video, making reading not only a multidimensional but also multimedia experience.\textsuperscript{169} From the use of simple charts to more-complicated infographics and video, images have the potential to communicate in ways that words cannot. Incorporating visual images and video into traditional legal analysis represents the most dramatic change from the linear, text-based format the profession is accustomed to, but is an inevitable part of the change brought by digital writing and reading. Lawyers have been accused of thinking that “a word is worth a thousand pictures.”\textsuperscript{170} There is no question that images have not played a role in traditional forms of legal writing.\textsuperscript{171} If legal writing does not change to incorporate images, it will become increasingly out of step with readers’ expectations of digital documents. Because current technology makes it possible to include images without great effort, and because images play an important role in electronic communication, the time has come to change that.


\textsuperscript{169} See BARON, supra note 4, at 15 (discussing the page as a portal leading the reader to a multidimensional as well as multimedia space).


\textsuperscript{171} Porter, supra note 15, at 1711 (citing Ronald K.L. Collins & David M. Skover, Paratexts, 44 STAN. L. REV. 509, 534 (1992)).
It has long been accepted that images are useful at the trial level, in presenti

...
the relationship between concepts.\textsuperscript{180} In particular, infographics can quickly and easily convey large amounts of data, make abstract concepts concrete, and clarify the relationship between concepts.\textsuperscript{181} These are all common goals of legal analysis. It is no wonder that legal educators have begun employing these techniques. Now legal writers need to do the same.

Some scholars and legal advocates have begun to explore the role of images in written legal analysis.\textsuperscript{182} In addition, at least one judge has expressed a preference for graphics to clarify written discussion in a brief.\textsuperscript{183} While the focus of discussion is typically on including images in briefs, there is no reason images cannot be used in other forms of written legal analysis as well. Using images in place of words is a major departure from traditional legal analysis, and raises a host of questions. What is the line between images that are gratuitous and images that play a valuable role in the narrative or analytical aspects of the writing? Where on the page should an image be placed? How do images, which can either be still, animated, or even possibly live video, interact with the traditional, structured legal analysis represented by the IRAC paradigm? If images are being used not to clarify the factual record, but to further the legal analysis, are they authority? How should they be treated as compared to other types of text-based nonlegal authority? These questions all need to be addressed.

Incorporating images into legal writing can play the dual role of meeting the needs of the digital reader and communicating in ways that are even more effective than purely print-based legal writing. Technology now allows us to incorporate images into documents in ways that were never envisioned in the print world that spawned the traditional forms of legal analysis. It is time to move into the twenty-first century and take advantage of that technology.


\textsuperscript{180} McElroy & Coughlin, supra, note 179, at 237.


\textsuperscript{182} Lucille A. Jewel, \textit{Through a Glass Darkly: Using Brain Science and Visual Rhetoric to Gain a Professional Perspective on Visual Advocacy}, 19 S. CAL. INTERDISC. L.J. 237 (2010); Johansen & Robbins, supra n. 136 (offering a nomenclature for types of analytical visuals and a method for determining whether to include analytical visuals in legal documents); Porter, supra note 15; Sherwin, et al., supra note 176.

\textsuperscript{183} Suggestions, supra note 154, at 4.
IV. Conclusion—Email Memos, iPad Briefs, and Beyond

The changes that technology has brought to the world of writing and reading are significant. The basic elements of the memorandum and brief have remained the same, but new forms of writing, such as the email memo, have already become widespread in practice. The iPad brief is on the horizon. These changes are more than cosmetic. The email memo has a different structure and form than the traditional formal office memo. The iPad brief has the potential to be a multidimensional document employing analytical devices that go far beyond our current understanding of written legal argument. There is no reason we should not also consider the possibility of the iPad memo—a predictive document, designed to be read on an iPad or other tablet, employing the same multidimensional elements of legal analysis, including hyperlinks and embedded images.

Even as these new forms percolate through the profession and catch on, there is significant resistance and concern. The legal profession adapts to change slowly. Lawyers and other legal writers fear that doing something other than what the legal reader expects will cause a negative reaction. Yet it is time to embrace these changes and recognize that digital writing and reading are here to stay and that written legal analysis must adapt. It is time to be proactive in figuring out how to best use technology not just to make documents look better, but to actually find new and better ways of communicating ideas, all without losing the precision and rigor that are essential to legal analysis. And it is time to begin answering the difficult questions, developing best practices, and teaching new legal writers so that they are equipped for the practice of law now and in the future.

184 See Robbins-Tiscione, supra note 16.